
 

 

Job Title: Ancillary Lead Operative 

Department/Location: Machine Shop 

Reporting To: Machine Shop Manager 

Purpose of Role: 
(Why does the role exist? 

A short sentence that captures 

this.) 

To support the manufacturing operations which take place within the Machine 
Shop. 

Role Summary: 
What is the scope of the role 

(A few bullet points that provide 

an overview of role, and how it 

links into/supports 

departmental/business 

strategy.)  

 Programming, setting and operating part marking LASER (x2). 

 Programming, setting and operating EDM machine (x2). 

 Setting and operation of mechanical engraver 

 Setting and operation of manual milling machine/lathe/saws, etc. 

 TIG welding and brazing. 

 Part finishing and packing. 

 Production and inspection of components to standards and to drawing. 

 Perform other duties and assignments as needed. 

Key Accountabilities 

and Responsibilities: 

General Duties 

 Booking of all operation 999 bookings within Epicor, ensuring that part 
counts are accurate and material has been kitted correctly. Ensuring that all 
parts produced by the Machine Shop are packed adequately for storage in 
RM Stores or transport to a subcontractor. 

 Working alongside/supervising one other Semi-Skilled Operative in this area, 
ensuring the work done is to drawing and completed on time. 

 Preparation of materials for machining, deburring and cleaning of work area. 

 Any other duties as required. 
 

LASER Production Operation 

 Operation of part marking LASER, producing parts to drawing and within 
agreed specifications/tolerances. 

 Produces machined parts by loading specified program, setting up, and 
operating LASER; maintaining quality and safety standards. 

Duties: 

 Produce components to an agreed schedule of works orders, to the machine 
parameters; interpreting geometric dimensions and tolerances (GD&T). 

 Verifies settings by measuring sample work pieces; adhering to standards. 

 Maintains equipment by completing preventive maintenance requirements 
detailed by Production Engineering, following manufacturer's instructions. 

 Control the raw material stock. 
 

EDM Production Operation 

 Operation of Mitsubishi wire eroding machines, producing parts to drawing 
and within agreed specifications/tolerances. 

 Produces machined parts by loading specified program, setting up, and 
operating the EDM; maintaining quality and safety standards. 

Duties: 

 Produce components to an agreed schedule of work orders, to the machine 
parameters; interpreting geometric dimensions and tolerances (GD&T). 

 Verifies settings by measuring sample work pieces; adhering to standards. 

 Maintains equipment by completing preventive maintenance requirements 
detailed by production engineering, following manufacturer's instructions. 

 Control the raw material stock. 
 

Manual Milling/Turning Production Operation 

 Operation of one or more conventional milling machines, lathes, saws and 
drill presses, producing parts to drawing and within agreed 
specifications/tolerances. 

Duties: 

 Produce components to an agreed schedule of works orders, to the machine 



parameters; interpreting geometric dimensions and tolerances (GD&T). 

 Verifies settings by measuring sample work pieces; adhering to standards. 

 Maintains equipment by completing preventive maintenance requirements 
detailed by production engineering, following manufacturer's instructions. 

 Control the raw material stock. 
 

General Assembly Production Operation 

 General assembly of parts using a variety of fitting techniques, hand tools, 
taps, helicoils, saws, etc. 

 Producing parts to drawing and within agreed specifications/tolerances. 

Duties: 

 Produce components to an agreed schedule of works orders, to the machine 
parameters; interpreting geometric dimensions and tolerances (GD&T). 

 Verifies settings by measuring sample work pieces; adhering to standards. 

 Maintains equipment by completing preventive maintenance requirements 
detailed by production engineering, following manufacturer's instructions. 

 Control the raw material stock. 
 

Deburring/Polishing Production Operation 

 General deburring/polishing of machined parts using a variety of techniques, 
bead blasting, manual fettling, sanding, pillar drill, vibro deburrer, aqua-
blasting,etc. 

 Producing parts to drawing and within agreed specifications/tolerances.  

Duties: 

 Produce components to an agreed schedule of works orders, to the machine 
parameters; interpreting geometric dimensions and tolerances (GD&T). 

 Verifies settings by measuring sample work pieces; adhering to standards. 

 Maintains equipment by completing preventive maintenance requirements 
detailed by production engineering, following manufacturer's instructions.  

 Control the raw material stock.  
 

TIG Welding 

 Duties will be to locate stock, preparation and fabrication of parts or 
materials as per drawings or instruction. 

 

Health & Safety 

 Comply with company H&S procedures and legislation and safe systems 
of work. 

 Ensure you work safely and maintains safe operations by adhering to 
safety procedures and regulations. 

 Identify any hazard, make safe and report. 

 Correct use and storage of PPE and RPE issued. 

 

Role Objectives & Measures  

 

Key Deliverables: 
Objectives which are SMART: 

Specific 

Measurable 

Achievable/Agreed 

Realistic 

Timebound  

 

 The expectation is that within a 3 year period, the successful candidate will 
be able to carry out any of the current jobs which are known without needing 
any help. 

Performance 

Indicators: 
(Measures by which the 

individuals’ performance will be 

monitored and assessed.) 

 

 Epicor stock levels will be checked against physical stocks. 

 Materials will be checked against works order requirements. 

 The work area will be monitored for general cleanliness. 

 All parts produced to a works order will be first off inspected. 

 Feedback from Machine Operators will be garnered. 
 

Measures of Success:  

 Parts will be made to drawing in a cost effective and safe way. 
 



 

Person Specification 

 

 Essential Desirable 

Qualifications/Education 

& Training 

 

 GCSE or higher in Maths and 
English. 

 

 

 FLT Licence. 

Experience  

 Basic IT skills (Excel, Outlook). 

 Must have a good understanding of 
mechanical processes and 
practices. 

 Ability to read and understand 
drawings. 

 

 Epicor. 

 Use of manual machine tools. 

 Experience of TIG 
welding/brazing. 

 Experience of EDM. 

 Experience of Laser operation. 

 Experience of working within a 
disciplined ISO 9000 
environment. 

 Working in a Machine Shop 
environment. 

 

Skills & Competencies 

 

 

 Must be able to communicate 
efficiently with multiple stakeholders. 

 Pro-active. 

 Organisational skills. 

 

 Ability to motivate and coach 
others. 

Personal Attributes 

 

 

 Attention to detail. 

 Manual dexterity. 

 Must be willing to stick at repetitive 
jobs. 

 

 

 Managing change and driving 
process improvements. 

 Adaptable. 

 


